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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two methods are used to send voicemails to email with the
Voicemail Pro? (Choose two.)
A. MAPI
B. SMTP
C. TAPI
D. SNMP
E. Outlook
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets the
stated goals.

A company has an e-commerce website. When a customer places an
order, information about the transaction is inserted into
tables in a Microsoft SQL Server relational database named
OLTP1. The company has a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS)
instance that is configured to use Tabular mode. SSAS uses data
from OLTP1 to populate a data model.
Sales analysts build reports based on the SSAS model. Reports
must be able to access data as soon as it is available in the
relational database.
You need to configure and deploy an Analysis Services project
to the Analysis Services instance that allows near real-time
data source access.
Solution: In the Deployment Option property for the report, you
set the Query Mode to InMemory with DirectQuery.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A
Explanation:
With InMemory with DirectQuery: Queries use the cache by
default, unless otherwise specified in the connection string
from the client.
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh230898(v=sql.120).as
px

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements makes sense?
A. On our project team, the service registry custodian asked
the technical communications specialist to improve the quality
and legibility of the service contracts being published.
B. All of the above statements make sense.
C. On our project team, the service developers collaborated
with the schema custodian during the service modeling phase to
update the service registry records.
D. On our project team, the policies for three services were
authored by the service custodian of one of the three services.
This person then handed the policies over to the service
registry custodian.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A manufacturing facility has installed a new automation system
which incorporates an 802.11 wireless network. The automation
system is controlled from tablet computers connected via the
WLAN. However, the automation system has not gone live due to
problem with the tablets connecting to the WLAN. The WLAN
vendor has been onsite to perform a survey and confirmed good
primary and secondary coverage across the facility. As a CWAP

you are called in to perform Spectrum Analysis to identify any
interference sources.
From the spectrum analysis, you did not identify any
interference sources but were able to correctly identify the
issue. Which of the following issues did you identify from the
spectrum analysis?
A. There is a power mismatch between the APs and the clients
B. The tablets are connecting to the wrong SSID
C. A high noise floor has resulted in a SNR of less than 20%
D. The tablets are entering power save mode and failing to wake
up to receive the access points transmissions
Answer: D
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